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ABSTRACT 
A symmetric matrix pencil A - XB of order n is called positive definite if there is a CL 
such that the matrix A - pLB is positive definite. We consider the case with B nonsingular 
and show that the definiteness is closely related to the existence of min Tr XTAX under the 
condition XrBX = Jr where Jr is a given diagonal matrix of order 5 n and J: = I. We 
also prove an analog of the Cauchy interlacing theorem for some such pencils. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A, B be a pair of real symmetric n x n matrices. By diagonalizing the pair 
A, B we mean finding a nonsingular F such that the simultaneous congruence 
A --+ FTAF, B + FTBF (1.1) 
*This work was partly done during the first author’s stay at the Lehrgebiet Math. Physik, 
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yields diagonal matrices. The columns of F are known to consist of the eigenvec- 
tors x of the problem 
Ax-XBx=O. 
In this paper we consider some properties of the most important class of matrix 
pairs for which the diagonalization (1.1) is possible, namely definite matrix pairs. 
A pair A, B is called positive (semi)de$nite if there exists a number X such that the 
matrix A - XB is positive (semi)definite. The number X for which the matrix A - XB 
is definite is called the dejinitizing shift. The set of all definitizing shifts forms an 
open interval called the de$niteness interval (cf. Proposition 4.1, where the spectral 
properties of A, B are described in some detail). Simple examples of positive 
definite pairs are those with B itself positive definite, and their occurrence in various 
applications is quite common. Less trivial definite matrix pairs characterize the 
so-called overdamped linear systems (see e.g. [l] and [ 11, Section 31). Here often 
the definitizing shift is not known in advance and one has to treat the eigenvalue 
problem starting from A and B (cf. [2, 6, 7, 10, 111). The eigenvalue problem 
for a definite pair is “essentially symmetric,” i.e., it enjoys all nice properties 
of the standard symmetric problem except that its eigenvectors are generally not 
orthogonal with respect to the Euclidean scalar product. In particular, for definite 
pairs a well-known minimax characterization of the eigenvalue holds (see [lo, 
Theorem 3.11). 
For practical computations, however, the minimax formula is replaced by Ritz- 
type approximations. For a positive definite B Sameh and Wisniewski [9] showed 
that the solution of the constrained minimization problem 
TrXrAX = min, XTBX = I,,,, m < n, 
gives a matrix X spanning a lower p-dimensional spectral subspace for A, B. They 
also designed an attractive eigenreduction algorithm based on this idea. 
We are interested in the following extremal problem for a general symmetric 
pair A, B: 
TrXTAX = min, XTBX = J1, (1.2) 
where B is nonsingular, JI = diag(Z,, , -f,,h and PI I P, 91 I q, with (P, q) the 
inertia of B.’ We show that the existence of the above minimum is nearly equivalent 
to the positive definiteness of the pair A, B, and this is the most important result 
of our paper. In this case the minimizing X again spans a spectral subspace of the 
pair A, B, i.e., 
AX = BXA, 
‘Usually the inertia of B is denoted by (a, v, c) (cf. [8], whose notation we follow here). Since 
B is nonsingular, we use the shorter notation (T, v). It seems plausible that many results of this paper 
are extendable to pencils with B singular, but det(A - XB) not identically zero. As yet we know of no 
simple way of doing it. 
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where A is a symmetric matrix of order pi + 41. For example, take X in (1.2) as a 
vector. Then, according to our result, the pair A, B is positive definite if and only 
if both minima 
min xTAx, min xrAx 
XT&= I x’Bx= - 1 
exist and their sum is positive. According to [lo], in that case the minimizing 
vectors are eigenvectors of the pair A, B, whereas the minima themselves are the 
corresponding eigenvalues. These eigenvalues form the boundary of the definite- 
ness interval. 
To better see the novelty carried by the fact that B may be indefinite, consider 
the case of a square X in (1.2). If B is, say, positive definite, then Ji = I and the 
trace function in (1.2) is constant. With B indefinite, even for X square a nontrivial 
trace minimization takes place and is closely related to the eigenvalue problem 
Ax = XBx [ll]. 
Although inspired by the articles [9] and [l 11, which create eigenvalue algo- 
rithms, our results are of theoretical character. They could be of use in designing 
algorithms for checking the definiteness of a pair without solving the whole eiven- 
value problem (some results in this direction are contained in [ 111). 
The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we prove an interlacing 
theorem of Cauchy type for a pair A, B, 
B = J = diag(ei , . . . , E,), Q E {-1,l) 
(Theorem 2.1). We also prove a sort of converse which deals with the case where 
some of the interlacing inequalities turn out to be equalities (Theorem 2.2). These 
theorems are needed in the trace minimization theory in Section 3, and their 
proofs are modeled after those of Theorem 10.1 of [8] and Theorem 1 of [4], 
respectively. In Section 3 we consider the function Tr XTAX restricted to XTBX = 
J, , J1 as in (1.2). We show that the existence of the minimum (1.2) implies that the 
pair is positive semidefinite and that any minimizing Xi spans a certain spectral 
subspace. The proof of this fact makes extensive use of the theory of Lagrange 
multipliers. In the case of Ji indefinite, the positive definiteness of the “small pair” 
XrAXi , .I, implies the same for the “big pair” A, B. Conversely, if the pair A, B is 
positive semidefinite, Tr XTAX is bounded from below. If it is positive definite, the 
minimum (1.2) exists. Another useful condition for the positive definiteness of the 
pairA, B is that the definiteness intervals of all pairsXTAX, J1 with a fixed indefinite 
J, have a nontrivial intersection. Some known technical facts are collected in the 
Appendix (Section 4). Their proofs are omitted. 
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2. INTERLACING OF EIGENVALUES 
In this section we prove two interlacing theorems of the Cauchy type for the 
“normalized” semidefinite pairs A, J with 
J = diag(el, . . . , en), ci E {-1,l). 
These theorems will be needed in Section 3. They seem to have independent 
interest, though the idea of their proofs is not new [8,4]. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A, .J be a positive semideJnite pair partioned as 
A=(; “:), J=(; ;) 
where H, JI are of order m and 
P = r(J), 4 = y(J), p+q=n 
PI =dJ1>, 41 = Wl), PI +a =m. 
Denote by 
c”; 5 ... ~a,~cr;:~...+zY;, 
8; 5 ... <e,<e;‘+gl; 
the eigenvalues of the pairs A, J and H, .I1 respectively. Then 
a+ I e+ 5 q&,_, i = 1,. . . ,pl, 
oLj+n-nl 5 ej- 5 ff,: , j= l,...q*, 
where cxk+ = 00 ifk > p, a; = -co ifk > q. 
PROOF. For any X for which H - XJ, is invertible we have 





-K(H - XJ1)-’ I,,_, 





By the Sylvester theorem the inertia of A - XJ equals that of 
diag(H - XJr , M(X)). 
Therefore 
v(H - AJ,) 5 v(A - XJ) = v(H - XJ,) + v(M(X)) 
5 v(H-XJ1)fn-m. (2.4) 
Suppose that @ < CY+ for some i. Then there is a X such that H - XJ, is 
nonsingular and 19i’ < X < c$. Then the number n(X) from Proposition 4.1 in 
the Appendix for the pair H, J1 is at least i, and therefore, by Proposition 4.1 we 
have v(H - XJ,) 2 i, and n(X) for the pair A,J is at most i - 1, and therefore 
v(A - XJ) 5 i - 1. This contradicts (2.4), and so ~7 5 f?+ holds for i = 1, . ..,Pl. 
Suppose now that c&_,,, < 0: for some i. Then there is a X such that H - XJI 
is nonsingular and c&_,,, < X -C e+. Then by Proposition 4.1 it follows that 
v(H - XJl) 5 i - 1 and v(A - XJ) 2 i + n - m, in contradiction to (2.4), and 
SO e+ 5 ~i++~_~ holdsforeveryi= l,...,pt. 
The proof of (2.3) is analogous. ??
THEOREM 2.2. Let A, J and H, J1 be as in Theorem 2.1. If the pair H, JI is 
diagonalizable and if there is a set S of indices such that for every k E S either 
CY~+ = e; or ff+ ef kfn-m = k 
or 
CX;+~_* = e; or Q; = e; 
holds, then there is a J1 -orthonormal system uk, k E S, such that 
(2.6) 
KUk = 0, HUk = ekJIUk, 
where 6j equals e,+ or e,-. 
PROOF. Without loss of generality we can assume that 
JI = diag(I,, , -Iq,) and H = diag(H+, H-), 
where 
H+ = diag(OT, . . . , OA), H- = diag(-8;) . . . , -0;). 
We have to distinguish several cases and subcases. 
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I. Let k E S such that ok+ = 8+ k * 
(a) e,+ < 0:. Then there is a j 2 1 such that 
H;t - ek+ = diag(er - e,+, . . . , e,f - e,‘), 
negative definite, 
Hzf - ez = diag(S,:, - et,. . . , ek+ - ef) = 0, 
H3+ - ek+ = diag(8:+, - e,f, . . . , e; - e,‘), 
positive semidefinite, 
and H- + ec is positive definite. We have 
where N is of order n - k. Set 
P= 
Then 
Z 0 0 
0 z 0 . 
-K,(H+ -8+)-l 0 1 k Z 
P(A - c$J)PT = 
where 
We have 
v(A - ak+J) = v(Hlf - 0;) + v(i). (2.7) 
By Proposition 4.1 we have v(A - cxk+ J) 5 k - 1, and by (2.7) it follows 
that ~(2) 5 k - j - 1. Since the zero block in A^ is of order k - j, by 
Lemma 4.2 the matrix Kz has a nontrivial null space. Thus, there is a 
JI -unit vector Uk such that Kuk = 0 and Huk = e,+Ji Uk. 
(b) e; = e,+. Then KI is void and A - a$J coincides with A^ and the 
assertion follows as in case (a). This settles the case a: = 0:. 
II. LetkESsuchthatB~=c$+,_,thenkE{l,...,pi-(q-q,)}. 
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(a) e,+ <6;. Then there is a j 2 1 such that 
Hlf - 0: = diag(0: -Ok’, . . ,S,f_, -e,‘), 
negative semidefinite, 
H2+-$ = diag(Ok+--B~,...,ek+fj_, -O,+)=o, 
H3f-ek+ = diag(ekf+i-ek+,...,t$-ek+), 
positive definite, 
and H- + 0: is positive semidefinite. 
(1) Note; = e; = e,f. Then T(H- + 0:) = ql. 
Set 
i? = diag(H,f - O,+, H- + 6:). 
Then 77 is nonsingular and 
r(E)=m-k-j+l. 
Then Proposition 4.1 implies 
v(A - c$+~_~J) 5 k + n - m - 1 
and therefore 
n(A - akf++,,,J) I m -k. 





P(A - cx,++,_,J)PT = 
I 0 0 
P, = 0 I 0 . --_ 
-KH 1 01 
-- 
PI P(A - ac+,_,J)PTPr = diag(H, A) 
PL(;* 5). 
145 
n(x) = n(A - c$+,,_,,J) - ~(77) 5 j - 1. 
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Since the zero block in ?i is of order at leastj, Lemma 4.2 implies 
the assertion as in case I(a). 
(2) s, = e;t = e,+. Then by Theorem 2.1 we have CY; = c$, and 
by Proposition 4.1, A - a’ k+n_mJ is positive semidefinite. Since 
the 1, 1 element of A - c~kf+~_~J is zero, the whole first column 
is zero as well. 
(1) 
(2) 
Not 0; = 0: = 0:. Then r(H- + 0:) = ql. AS in (a)(l), 
the matrix A - a+ k+n_mJ is now congruent to diag(H- + 0:, A’), 
where 
Here r(A’) = T(A - c~k+f,,_~J) - r(H- + Ok+) < p1 - k, and 
the zero block in A’ is of order pi - k + 1. By Lemma 4.2 the 
assertion follows as in case (a)( 1). 
t9; = 07 = 0:. The assertion follows as in case (a)(2). This 
settles the case ~k+f~_~ = 0:. 
A’ = 
0 KtT 
( ) ’ K’ * 
If equalities appear in (2.6) instead of (2.5), then we consider the pair A, -J. 
Thus, the theorem is proved if S contains only one index. If S contains more 
than one index, we proceed by deflation, transforming A into a matrix whose k-th 
row vanishes except on the diagonal and erasing that row and column (see [4] for 
details). W 
The diagonalizability condition for the subpair H, J1 in Theorem 2.3 is obvi- 
ously fulfilled if A is positive definite or if one of the numbers pi, q1 vanishes. If 
the diagonalizability condition is dropped, the theorem may fail even if the whole 
pair is diagonalizable. This is illustrated by the following example. Set 
/3 # 0 arbitrary. Here A is positive semidefinite and the pair A, J is diagonalizable. 
The diagonalizing matrix C = (ci c:! cs) is given by 
-P 
c’= J&2 y ( ) l ’ c2 = IplJT7-p (-13 ‘.=A( -3 
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Thus, p = 2, q = 1, (u; = 0, cx;’ = 0, ~2’ = p2. 
The subpair 
H=(; ;), J1=(; _y) 
is not diagonalizable and has the eigenvalues 19, = 0, f3F = 0. Thus, CY~ = SF, 
CL: = ,9:, and there is no Jl-unit vector u with Ku = Hu = 0. 
3. THE MINIMIZATION OF THE TRACE 
THEOREM 3.1. Let A, B be a positive semidejnite pair such that the inertia 
of B equals (p, q). Then the function 
X + TrXTAX (3.1) 
restricted to the set of X for which 
XrBX = J,, 
(3.2) 
JI = diagU,, -I,, >, OlPl<P, 0 I 41 I 9, PI + 41 = m 
is boundedfrom below by 




(“4 5 ... $I,<a;+Q!; 
are the eigenvalues of the pair A, B. Suppose, in addition, that there exists a matrix 
X0 satisfying (3.2) and consisting of eigenvectors of the eigenvalues 
a; )...) c&a, )‘.‘) a: r. 
Then the bound to is assumed on X0. 
REMARK 3.2. In the proof of this and some other following theorems we 
shall restrict ourselves to the case of “normalized” B: 
B = J = diag(Jl,Jz) = diag(el, . . . , en), Ei E {-1,l). (3.4) 
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In fact, since B is nonsingular, there exists a nonsingular G such that 
B = GJGT. 
Then the substitution Y = GTX leads to a simpler but equivalent function 
Y 4 Tr YTA^Y. A^ = G-‘AG-T 
restricted to the set 
s= {Y:YTJY =J,}. (3.5) 
Proof of Theorem 3.1 We take B = J. First we prove the theorem for the 
case p = pi, q = 41, i.e., the matrices X are square. In this case the condition 
(3.2) reads 
XTJX = J (3.6) 
and Ji = J. Any X from (3.6) is called J-orthogonal, and obviously all J- 
orthogonal matrices form a multiplicative group. 
Let the pair A, J be positive definite. Then by Proposition 4.1 there exists an 
Xc such that 
XlAXo = JA, A = diag(A+, A-), X,TJXO = J, 
where A + =diag(c$,... , a:>, A- = diag(al,. . . , a;). 
Set 
Then 
to = TrXiAXo = f: c$ - 2 0,: 
i=l j=l 
XTAX = YTJAY, Y = x,-*x. 
Since Y is J-orthogonal, it has a decomposition (see e.g. [ 1 l]), 
where W is a p x q matrix and Ui , U2 are orthogonal blocks. Thus, 
TrXTAX = Tr YTJAY = Tr H(W)JAH(W) 
= Tr (d-A+ dm - WA- WT) 
+ Tr (WTA+ W - dmA_ &%%) 
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= to + 2(Tr WWTA+ - Tr WTWA_) 
= to + 2[Tr WWT(A+ - ~1) + Tr WTW(pZ - A-)], 
where p is a definitizing shift. Since A+ - PI and ~1 - A- are positive definite, 
it follows that 
Tr WWT(A+ - PI) 2 0, 
Therefore Tr XTAX > to. 
Tr WTW(pI - A-) > 0. 
For a positive semidefinite pair A, J we take E > 0; introduce the pair A + d, J, 
which is positive definite and let E go to zero. The assertion TrXTAX 2 to now 
follows by continuity. In particular, 
TrA > to. (3.7) 
It is obvious that TrXTAX = to if X is an J-orthogonal matrix diagonalizing A. 
We now turn to XTAX with a nonsquare X. Let C = (X rr> be a completion of 
any X E S sue that CTJC = J.2 Then 
Denote by 
8; < ... 5 9, I e;t- 2 . . . < elf; 
the eigenvalues of the pair XTAX, J1. Then by (3.7) we have 
TrXTAX 2 5 97 - 5 0,:. 
i=l j=l 
Since the pairs A, J and Al, J have the same eigenvalues by Theorem 2.1 for the 
pair A,, J and its subpair XTAX, J1 it follows that 
Tr XTAX > c a+ - c al: = to. 
i=l j=l 
If, in addition, there is an Xc with AX0 = JXoA, XlJXo = J,, and 
A=diag(aT ,..., $,,a; ,..., a;), 
*The existence of such C is shown by the theory of the indefinite or pseudoscalar products (see 
e.g. PI). 
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then TrXlAXa = to. ??
The assumption of the existence of an eigenvector matrix X0 in Theorem 3.1 
is obviously fulfilled if the pair A, B is diagonalizable. Thus, we have 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let the pair.A, B be positive definite or merely positive 
semideJinite and diagonalizable. Then the value to in Theorem 3.1 is the actual 
minimum. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let A, B be a positive semidejinitepair Then to from (3.3) 
is the injimum of the function (3.1) restricted by (3.2). 
PROOF. Take e > 0, and consider the perturbed pair A + ~1, B, which is 
positive definite. By Corollary 3.3 
minTrXr(A + eZ)X = to(c). 
Now the assertion follows by the continuity of the eigenvalues. ??
THEOREM 3.5. Let the function (3.1) take a local minimum if restricted by 
(3.2). Then the pair is positive semide$nite and the minimum is absolute. Any 
minimizing X1 with XrBXl = J1 satisfies the equation 
AX, = BXIh 
with A = diag(A+, A-) (where the blockpartition is that ofJ, in (3.2) and A,, A_ 
are symmetric) such that Q:, . . . , cx$, are the eigenvalues of A+, and CL;, . . . , al 
the eigenvalues of A-. 
PROOF. Without loss of generality we set B = J as in (3.4). We will use the 
method of Lagrange. In order to justify its use we first study the set S defined by 
(3.5). The set S consists of the zeros of the function3 
defined by 
F(X) = XrJX - J1. 
The derivative of this function is a linear operator 
(3.8) 
3Here and in the following, R “xm denotes the Euclidian space of n x m matrices, whereas IRrxm 





F;(w) = XTJW + WTJX. 
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(3.9) 
(A, XTJW + WTJX) = Tr (XTJWfA + Tr (WTJX)TA 
= Tr (XTJW)TA + Tr AXTJW 
= Tr 2WrJXh 
= (2JXA, W) 
for any W E RnXm and any A E I%~““‘, the transpose 
of (F$)r is given by 
(F;)*(A) = 2JXA. (3.10) 
The null space of (Fk)r orthogonally complements the range of Fjy, and vice 
versa. By premultiplying the equality 
2JXA=O 
by XT and using XTJX = JI , we obtain A = 0. Therefore Fi is surjective, which 
implies that S is a smooth manifold of the dimension 
nm_ m(m+ 1) 
2 ’ 
This justifies the use of the method of Lagrange. The Lagrange function reads 
L(X) = Tr XTAX - Tr AXTJX. (3.11) 
The matrix A is symmetric and contains m(m + 1)/2 Lagrange multipliers. Now 
gradL(X) = 2(AX - JXA). 
The stationary points X1 are those where the gradient vanishes, i.e., 
AX1 = JXIA, X;JX, = J,. (3.12) 
From (3.12) it follows that 
XTAX, = J1 A, (3.13) 
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and by the symmetry of XrAXl , J1, A it follows that Jr and A commute, i.e., 
A = diag(h+, A-), (3.14) 
where the block partition is that of Jt , and A* are symmetric. 
Suppose that Xt E S is a local minimum point. Then (3.12), (3.14) hold. 
Moreover, the second derivative D2L of the Lagrangian function (3.11), taken 
as a quadratic form and restricted to the tangential space of S, must be positive 
semidefinite, i.e., 
Tr WTAW - Tr AWTJW > 0 (3.15) 
for every W such that 
XTJW + WTJX, = 0. (3.16) 
Complete X1 to an n x n matrix 
c = (Xl 57) 
such that 
CTJC = J. 
The pair Al, J with 
A1 = CTAC 
is obviously congruent to A, J. Here 
A, = 
since by (3.17) 
xTAXt = xTJXIA = 0. 
Making the substitutions 
z = c-‘w, z, = c-lx, = Im ( > 0 ’ 
and noting that 
we have 
c-‘s = s 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
Tr WTAW = TrZTAtZ. 
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Now (3.12), (3.15), and (3.16) go over into 
A,Z, = JZ,A, Z;JZ, = J1, 








2 E IKmxm. 
Also, without loss of generality, we can take A as diagonal, i.e. 
with 
x,<...<x,, x;<...<x+. - - PI 
Obviously X* are eigenvalues of the pair A, J. 
The tangentiality condition (3.2 1) means Z = J1 R, Ran arbitrary skew-symmetric 
matrix. By (3.18) we can write the condition (3.20) as 
- TrRN,R + TrZ*fAxZ - TrA(-RJIR + ?J2z) 2 0 (3.22) 
for arbitrary 2 E IK(“-m)xm and R E RmXm, RT = -R. 
Let z = 0, and let all elements of R be zero except for 
(R)j,m-i+l = -(R)m-i+lj = 1 
where 
iE {l,...,q1), jE {~,...,PI). 
Then (3.22) gives 
2(x; - Xi) > 0 
andthusXr <X,fforanyi=l,..., ql,j=l,..., p,.Now 
XTAX, - aJ, = J, A - aJ1 
is positive semidefinite for any CY from the interval [X;, A;‘]. 
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By taking R = 0 we obtain 
Tr ??XrAXZ - Tr AzTJzz 2 0. 
Taking z = zer (ek is the k-th canonical basis vector), k = 1, . . . , m, the inequality 
above yields 
zT(xTAX - pkJ2)7_ 2 0 
foranyvectorzandany~kfromtheset{X:,...,X~,X,,...,X;}.Then~TASZ- 
aJ2 is positive semidefinite for any a from the interval [A;, AA]. Thus, Al - aJ 
is positive semidefinite for any Q from the interval [X, , X;‘]. The same holds for 
A - aJ. This implies a; = Xc, c$ = Xf . 
Now 
x; ,‘..) x,,x;t )...) x; 
are identified with 
“; )...) Ll&,.. .,o;. 
Indeed, we have c$ 5 X+, i = 1,. . ,pi. Now o,if < X,? for some j would 
imply that o,j+ is an eigenvalue of the pair xTfi, J2, which contradicts the pos- 
itive definiteness of xTfi - aJ2, (Y E (X;, A$,) [Proposition 4.1 (iv)]. Thus, 
Tr XrAXi = cf:i $ - c!L , , a,:, and by Theorem 3.1 the trace takes its abso- 
lute minimum on Xi. ??
COROLLARY 3.4. Let the matrix J1 from (3.2) be properly indefinite, i.e., 
p1 2 1, qt > 1. Then a pair A, B is positive definite if and only if: 
(i) The function (3.1) restricted by (3.2) takes its minimum. 
(ii) For a minimizing X1 the pair XrAXl , Jt is positive definite. 
If the matrix Jt in (3.2) is definite, then Corollary 3.6 has no immediate analog. 
In the simplest of such cases we have p1 = 1, q1 = 0 or p1 = 0, q1 = 1, and X is 
just a vector. Then the existence of any of the minima 
tf = min xTAx, 0 XT&= 1 
tc = min xTAx 
x’Ex=- I 
(3.23) 
implies the positive semidefiniteness of the pair A, B (Theorem 3.5). To assess the 
positive definiteness we need both of those minima. We have 
COROLLARY 3.7. A necessary and suficient condition for the positive def- 
initeness of the pair A, B is that both minima in (3.23) exist and have a positive 
sum. In this case c-t;, to’) is the definiteness interval of A, B. 
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As an illustrative example take 
*=(i ; I), q1 -1 J. 
This pair is only positive semidefinite, and in the notation of Theorem 3.1 we have 
- 
cr;=ai = 0~;’ = 0. For x = (~1 x2 ~s)r we have 
xTAx = (x, + x2)2. 
This is in any case bounded from below. The second minimum from (3.23) exists; 
the first one does not. 
COROLLARY 3.8. A pair A, B is positive semide$nite if and only if (3.1) 
restricted by (3.2) is boundedfrom below. 
PROOF. If the pair is positive semidefinite, the assertion follows by Theorem 
3.1. Conversely, let the function (3.1) restricted by (3.2) be bounded from below. 
Consider the pair A + ~1, B for e > 0. Then the function 
X --+ Tr (XTAX + cXTX), XTBX = J, 
obviously possesses a minimum. Thus, A + EI, B is positive semidefinite for any 
c (Theorem 3.5) and therefore by continuity also for E = 0. W 
REMARK 3.9. Interpreted in terms of the spectral theory for the pair A, J (or, 
equivalently, for the single matrix JA), (3.12) implies that Xi determines (through 
its columns) an invariant subspace for the pair A, J. 
In the proof of Theorem 3.5 we did not require any definiteness for the pair 
A, B. Still, only a restricted class of invariant subspaces for the pair A, B can be 
obtained by the variation of the trace (3.1) under the condition (3.2), namely, those 
corresponding to real and nondefective spectral sets.4 
The following result is not a direct consequence of the theory developed above, 
but it deals with the same ideas. 
THEOREM 3.10. Let A, B and pl,ql, J1 be given such that 1 < p1 5 p, 1 < 
q1 5 q, with @, q) the inertia of B, and (pi, ql) the inertia of .I,. Let the positive 
definiteness intervals of XTAX, J1 , taken for all X with XTBX = J1 , have a nonvoid 
4A slightly different function Tr YTAYJi s easily seen to yield all possible real spectral subspaces 
as stationary points. Unfortunately, this function possesses neither minima nor maxima. 
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intersection 1. Then the pair A, B is positive dejnite, and Z is the dejiniteness 
interval of A, B. 
PROOF. Suppose that B = J. For X E Z the matrix XT(A - XJ)X is positive 
definite for any X such that XrJX = Ji . Let x be a nonvanishing vector. If xTJx # 0, 
then we can normalize x to give Ix~JxI = 1 and complete it to a matrix X such that 
XrJX = Ji . Then xT(A - XJ)x is a diagonal element of the positive definite matrix 
XT(A - XJ)X, and thus the former must be positive. Now let xTJx = 0. Since 
x = (6 3 . . . 7 (“IT # 0 
then & # 0 for some k. Then 
and 




(ek (x - tkek>/Ji;T>, 6 < 0, 
((X - <kek)/& ekh EI > 0. 
Then obviously x is a n x 2 matrix and 
x = xy, y= $4 ’ E<07 1 ( > Ek ’ E > 0. 
Now, completing again x to a matrix X such that XrJX = Ji, we see that ?(A - 
XJ)x is a principal submatrix of XT(A - XJ)X and as such it is positive definite. 
Therefore 
xT(A - XJ)x = yTXT(A - XJ)xy > 0. 
This proves the positive definiteness of A, J as well as the fact that Z is contained 
in the definiteness interval of A,J. Theorem 2.1 implies the equality of these 
intervals. W 
Similar criteria were used in [ 111, where also the trace reduction was used to 
diagonalize a positive definite pair A, J. 
4. APPENDIX 
Here we collect some known results. For their proofs see [3] and [4]. 
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PROPOSITION 4.1. Let A - XoB be e.g. positive semidejinite. Then: 
(i) There exists a nonsingular C such that 
, 
where the order ofA’ equals the order of J’, and J = diag(cl , . . . , E,), Ei E { - 1 , 1 }. 
Here A’ is diagonal and X0 is not an eigenvalue of the pair A’, J’, whereas the pair 
A”, J” has only one multiple eigenvalue X0. Any of the matrices A’ and A” can 
happen to be void. If the pair A, B is positive dejinite, A” can also be chosen as 
diagonal. 
(ii) The eigenvalues of the pair A, B including their algebraic multiplicities, 
together with X0, can be ordered as 
where (p, q) is the inertia of B andp + q = n. 
(iii) The set of all X0 for which A - XoB is semidejnite equals the closed 
interval [cY;, a;‘]. 
(iv) The pair is positive dejinite ifand only ifar < CX;‘, in which case the set 
of all X0 making A - XoB positive definite equals the open interval (al, a;‘). 
(v) Let XI = ((r; + at)/2 and X # XI. Then for X > XI let n(X) be the 
number of the eigenvalues in [Xl, A), where X1, if an eigenvalue, is counted x(J”) 
times. Then 
n(X) = v(A - XB), 
and similarly for X < X 1. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let 
be a Hermitian matrix of order n, where the zero block is square of order p. If 
v(A) 5 p - 1, (or K(A) 5 p - l), then B has a nontrivial null space. 
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